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Many real-world decisions rely on active sensing, a dynamic process for directing our 
sensors (e.g. eyes or fingers) across a stimulus to maximize information gain. Though 
ecologically pervasive, limited work has focused on identifying neural correlates of the 
active sensing process. In tactile perception, we often make decisions about an 
object/surface by actively exploring its shape/texture. Here we investigate the neural 
correlates of active tactile decision-making by simultaneously measuring 
electroencephalography (EEG) and finger kinematics while subjects interrogated a haptic 
surface to make perceptual judgments. Since sensorimotor behavior underlies decision 
formation in active sensing tasks, we hypothesized that the neural correlates of decision-
related processes would be detectable by relating active sensing to neural activity. σovel 
brain-behavior correlation analysis revealed that three distinct EEG components, 
localizing to right-lateralized occipital cortex (LτC), middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and 
supplementary motor area (SMA), respectively, were coupled with active sensing as their 
activity significantly correlated with finger kinematics. To probe the functional role of these 
components, we fit their single-trial-couplings to decision-making performance using a 
hierarchical-drift-diffusion-model (HDDM), revealing that the LτC modulated the 
encoding of the tactile stimulus whereas the MFG predicted the rate of information 
integration towards a choice. Interestingly, the MFG disappeared from components 
uncovered from control subjects performing active sensing but not required to make 
perceptual decisions. By uncovering the neural correlates of distinct stimulus encoding 
and evidence accumulation processes, this study delineated, for the first time, the 
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Highlights 
1. Activity in three brain regions was coupled with active tactile sensing kinematics 
2. Active touch correlated with visual but not somatosensory cortex activity  
3. Brain-behavior correlations accounted for single-trial decision-making 
performance 
4. V1 and MFG activations predicted non-decision time and drift rate, respectively 




Perceptual decisions rely on the integration of sensory evidence from the 
environment (Heekeren et al., 2004; Hanks and Summerfield, 2017). The quality of 
sensory evidence depends highly on our actions, as our movements affect how we 
sample, process and integrate information from the external world (Najemnik and Geisler, 
2005; Renninger et al., 2007; Navalpakkam et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2010; 
Chukoskie et al., 2013; Toscani et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016a; Tomassini et al., 2017; 
Tomassini and D'Ausilio, 2017). Hence, to optimize the speed and accuracy of our 
perceptual decisions we need to direct our actions so as to efficiently gather sensory 
information, a process called active sensing (Kleinfeld et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2016b). 
Importantly, the processing of sensory information acquired actively and its translation 
into perceptual choices requires the interaction of multiple neural processes (and 
consequently multiple brain areas) over time (Philiastides and Sajda, 2006, 2007; 
Heekeren et al., 2008; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014; Rahnev et al., 2016). However, 
despite recent scientific interest in active sensing and decision-making, its neural 
underpinnings remain poorly understood. 
Here we address this gap using a response-time active tactile decision-making 
task in which we simultaneously measured the electroencephalogram (EEG), active 
sensing behavior (movement kinematics) and task performance (accuracy and response 
time - RT) of subjects, the goal being to uncover the patterns of neural activity and 
sensorimotor behavior that drive active perceptual decisions. 
To achieve this goal, we proceed in two steps. We first aim to characterize 
prominent components of active sensing brain entrainment. To this end, we correlate the 
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recorded EEG signals with the behavioral kinematics and extract components of neural 
activity coupled with components of sensorimotor behavior. Specifically, we hypothesize 
that changes in the speed with which subjects explore the tactile stimulus are indicative 
of the strategy they employ for acquiring and accumulating perceptual information and 
thus reflect active sensing behavior. Hence, we use the velocity profiles of the finger 
movements performed on each trial as correlates of the EEG recordings in order to 
uncover the neural underpinnings of active tactile sensing. The main advantage of this 
methodology is that it replaces unspecific measures of neural activations with measures 
that directly quantify the coupling between the components of continuous finger 
movement and brain activity, thereby tapping more directly into the neural correlates of 
tactile active exploration.  
We further hypothesize that one’s active sensing behavior, and the neural activity 
that underlies it, provides a view into the processes leading to decision formation. Thus, 
we ask if the perceptual, cognitive and motor processes involved in active tactile decision-
making are modulated by the strength of the identified brain-behavior couplings. To 
dissect the constituent processes of decision-making during active sensing we employ a 
hierarchical drift diffusion model (HDDM) analysis. To assess if these processes bear any 
relation to the extracted brain-behavior correlated components, we integrate the HDDM 
with a regression analysis that uses the brain-behavior correlations as predictors for the 
HDDM parameters. The HDDM framework therefore provides a principled approach to 
investigate whether the neural representations of active tactile sensory processing drive 
decision formation and enables one to identify which of its integral processes may be 
predictive of behavior. Ultimately, we find that two distinct processes, namely tactile 
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stimulus encoding and evidence accumulation, are driven by two distinct components of 
brain-behavior coupling.  
 
2. Materials and Methods 
β.1 Active tactile texture discrimination task.  Fifteen healthy right-handed subjects 
(6 female, aged β6±β years) performed a two-alternative forced choice (βAFC) texture 
discrimination task during which they had to compare the amplitudes of two sinusoidal 
textures of the same frequency. All experimental procedures have been reviewed and 
approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Columbia University. 
Subjects performed the task using a haptic device, called a Pantograph (Campion 
et al., β005; Frissen et al., β01β), which can be judiciously programmed to generate tactile 
sensations that resemble exploring real surfaces (see Figure 1A). For this binary 
discrimination task, the workspace of the Pantograph (of dimensions 110mm x 60mm) 
was split into two subspaces (left - L and right - R, 55mm x 60 mm each) and subjects 
experienced continuous sinusoidal forces of different amplitudes (but same wavelength 
of 10mm) in the two subspaces (Figure 1B). Subjects were asked to report as quickly 
and as accurately as possible which of the two subspaces had the higher texture 
amplitude. They placed their right index finger on the plate of the Pantograph, which was 
hidden behind a black curtain, and were allowed to move it freely in the Pantograph 
workspace to explore the textures of both subspaces before reporting their choice by 
pressing one of two buttons on a keyboard (left arrow for L, right arrow for R). During the 
experiment, the curtain blocked the subjects’ view to their fingers, the subjects had no 




τn each trial, subjects compared between the reference amplitude 1 (presented 
either on the left or right subspace) and one of six other amplitude levels (0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 
1.1, 1.β5, 1.5). Each subject performed β0 trials for each amplitude level, resulting in β0 
trials x 6 amplitudes = 1β0 trials in total. The full experiment was split into γ blocks of 40 
trials. τne subject showed poor behavioral performance (accuracy was not significantly 
different from chance level) and another subject’s EEG recordings were significantly 
contaminated with eye movement artifacts, thus data from these two subjects were 
removed from any subsequent analyses. We report results from the remaining 1γ 
subjects.   
β.β Control experiment.  We recruited ten healthy right-handed subjects (4 
females, aged β4±β years) that were naïve to the experimental setup and the tactile 
discrimination experiment described above, and asked them to participate in a second 
experiment. The subjects were asked to actively explore the virtual surface generated by 
the Pantograph using their right index finger. During the experiment, the participants 
experienced the same tactile stimulation as for the tactile discrimination task, i.e. 
continuous sinusoidal forces of different amplitudes in the two subspaces, but, in contrast 
to the first experiment, they did not have to make any perceptual choice. Hence, this 
control experiment served to compare the EEG and kinematic signals between a 
decision-making and a non-decision-making haptic task. It therefore allowed us to 
individuate the components of neural activity and active sensing that can be solely 
attributed to decision-making behavior.     
β.β Data recording and pre-processing. Movement kinematics (x, y coordinates of 
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finger position) and applied forces were measured at a sampling frequency of 1000Hz. 
Single-trial movement velocity waveforms were computed using the derivatives of the 
recorded position. During performance of the task, we also recorded EEG signals at β048 
sampling frequency using a Biosemi EEG system (ActiveTwo AD-box, 64 Ag-AgCl active 
electrodes, 10-10 montage). EEG recordings were preprocessed using EEGLab 
(Delorme and Makeig, β004) as follows. EEG signals were first down-sampled to 1000Hz 
to match movement kinematics and dynamics. Then, they were bandpass filtered to 1-
50Hz using a Hamming windowed FIR filter. To isolate the purely neural component of 
the EEG data, we used the following procedure: we first reduced the dimensionality of the 
EEG data by reconstituting the data using only the top γβ principal components derived 
from Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Thereafter, an Independent Component 
Analysis (ICA) decomposition of the data was performed using the Infomax algorithm (Bell 
and Sejnowski, 1995). We then used an ICA-based artifact removal algorithm called 
MARA (Winkler et al., β011) to remove ICs attributed to blinks, horizontal eye movements 
(HEτG), muscular activity (EMG), and any loose or highly noisy electrodes. MARA 
assigned each IC a probability of being an artifact; we removed components with 
probabilities above 0.5. 
β.γ EEGβBehaviour analysis. To identify correlations between the EEG recordings 
and the subjects’ active sensory experience, we used a novel methodology, termed 
EEGβBeh(avior). EEGβBeh extends the previously developed framework StimβEEG 
(Dmochowski et al., β017) to make it applicable to simultaneously recorded neural activity 
and sensorimotor behavioural signals (see Figure 2 for a graphical illustration of the 
procedure). In the following, we used finger velocity as the kinematic feature representing 
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active sensing behavior, but we also note that using finger position yielded qualitatively 
very similar results.  
The method is based on the temporal filtering of the velocity signals s(t) and the 
spatial integration of EEG signals 兼沈岫建岻 recorded from i electrodes (Figure 2): 
                                       憲岫建岻 噺 月岫建岻 茅 嫌岫建岻 ┸    懸岫建岻 噺 布 訣沈兼沈岫建岻沈                                                  岫な岻   
where *  in the first equation denotes convolution between two signals, whereas 
the second equation is a weighted summation. The temporal filter h(t) and spatial filter gi 
are found by maximizing the correlation 貢岫憲┸ 懸岻 between the filtered movement velocity 
u(t) and the filtered EEG activity v(t): 
                                                   貢岫憲┸ 懸岻 噺 デ 憲岫建岻懸岫建岻痛紐デ 憲態岫建岻懸態岫建岻痛                                                 岫に岻    
To learn the filters that yield maximally correlated EEG and kinematic components, 
we performed Canonical Correlation Analysis (Hotelling, 19γ6; De Cheveigne et al., β017) 
(CCA), which provides multiple pairs of solutions. Each pair c captures in 訣頂沈 a spatial 
filter of EEG activity and in 月頂岫建岻 a temporal filter of the movement velocity. Here we chose 
the temporal aperture of the temporal filters to be [-1s,1s] (varying the filter aperture did 
not change qualitatively the results). This choice of temporal filter window allowed both 
positive and negative lags between the EEG and the velocity signals, which was crucial 
for investigating the mutual causal dependencies between the brain and the behavioural 
signals. In other words, by allowing the EEG signals to both precede and follow the 
velocity signals (within a 1s period), we could identify patterns of brain activity that both 
drive and are driven by the sensorimotor behavior. 
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To visualize the spatial distribution of neural activity associated with each filter, we 
computed the EEG components 拳 using the “forward model” formalism as follows (Parra 
et al., β00β; Parra et al., β005; Haufe et al., β014): 
                                                                激 噺 迎陳陳罫岫罫脹迎陳陳罫岻貸怠                                                  岫ぬ岻         
where 迎陳陳 is the autocovariance matrix of the EEG data matrix 警 噺岷兼怠┸ 兼態┸ 橋 ┸ 兼彫峅 and 罫 噺 岷訣怠┸ 訣態┸ 橋 ┸ 訣寵峅 is a matrix containing the C CCA-derived spatial 
filters. The corresponding forward models are the columns of matrix 激 噺 岷拳怠┸ 拳態┸ 橋 ┸ 拳寵峅. 
Hence this approach extracts C pairs of temporal kinematic components and 
spatial EEG components (月痛┸ 拳鎚岻沈 that correlate with strength 貢沈 in decreasing order 貢怠 伴貢態 伴 橋 伴 貢寵. 
To determine statistical significance of the correlations at each learned component 
pair (とk > 0), we randomized the phase spectrum of the EEG signals, which disrupted the 
temporal relationship between the EEG activity and the kinematics while preserving the 
autocorrelation structure of the signals (Theiler et al., 199β). We generated 1000 phase-
randomized surrogates of the EEG data and computed EEGβBeh correlations with the 
kinematics to define the null distribution from which we estimated p-values. In contrast to 
a standard shuffling procedure that disrupts any coordination across EEG sensors, this 
phase-randomization procedure maintains the magnitude spectrum of the EEG signals, 
thus conserving their autocorrelation structure, which is a fundamental feature of the 
original signals when the significance of cross-correlation is assessed. Hence, using this 
procedure, the obtained surrogates that define the null distribution are a more plausible 
comparison (resulting in a stricter statistical test) than randomly shuffled surrogates.  
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β.4 Source Localization. To identify the brain regions that generated the EEG 
component activations we performed a source reconstruction analysis. We used 
Brainstorm (Tadel et al., β011), an open-source Matlab package for M/EEG signal 
processing, to translate the obtained forward models into distributions of underlying 
cortical activity. A standardized head model based on the average template brain of the 
Montreal σeurological Institute (MσI) was used as single subject MRI data were not 
available. To estimate the sources, we used the whitened and depth-weighted linear Lβ-
minimum norm estimates algorithm with no noise modelling (noise covariance equal to 
the identity matrix) and estimated amplitude SσR of the recordings equal to γ (default -  
used to compute the regularization parameter). We constrained the orientation of the 
source model by modelling at each grid point only one dipole that is oriented normally to 
the cortical surface.  
β.5 Hierarchical Drift Diffusion Modelling of performance data with EEGβBeh 
regressors. We fit the subjects’ performance, i.e. accuracy and response time (RT), with 
a hierarchical drift diffusion model (HDDM) (Wabersich and Vandekerckhove, β014) which 
assumes a stochastic accumulation of sensory evidence over time, toward one of two 
decision boundaries corresponding to correct and incorrect choices (Ratcliff, β00β; 
Ratcliff and McKoon, β008; Ratcliff et al., β015; Ratcliff et al., β016). The model returns 
estimates of internal components of processing such as the rate of evidence 
accumulation (drift rate), the distance between decision boundaries controlling the 
amount of evidence required for a decision (decision boundary), a possible bias towards 
one of the two choices (starting point) and the duration of non-decision processes (non-
decision time), which include stimulus encoding and response production. As per 
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common practice, we assumed that stimulus differences affected the drift rate (Ratcliff 
and Frank, β01β).  
In short, the model iteratively adjusts the above parameters to maximize the 
summed log likelihood of the predicted mean response time (RT) and accuracy. The DDM 
parameters were estimated in a hierarchical Bayesian framework, in which prior 
distributions of the model parameters were updated on the basis of the likelihood of the 
data given the model, to yield posterior distributions (Kruschke, β010b; Wiecki et al., 
β01γ; Wabersich and Vandekerckhove, β014). The use of Bayesian analysis, and 
specifically the hierarchical drift diffusion model has several benefits relative to traditional 
DDM analysis. First, posterior distributions directly convey the uncertainty associated with 
parameter estimates (Gelman, β00γ; Kruschke, β010a). Second, the Bayesian 
hierarchical framework has been shown to be especially effective when the number of 
observations is low (Ratcliff and Childers, β015). Third and more importantly, this 
framework supports the use of other variables as regressors of the model parameters to 
assess relations of the model parameters with other physiological or behavioral data 
(Cavanagh et al., β011; Cavanagh et al., β014; Frank et al., β015; σunez et al., β015; 
Turner et al., β015; Pedersen et al., β016; σunez et al., β017). This property of the HDDM 
allowed us to establish the link between the results of the brain-behavior coupling analysis 
and the decision parameters of the model. 
To implement the hierarchical DDM, we used the JAGS Wiener module (Wabersich 
and Vandekerckhove, β014) in JAGS (Plummer, β00γ), via the Matjags interface in Matlab 
to estimate posterior distributions. For each trial, the likelihood of accuracy and RT was 
assessed by providing the Wiener first-passage time (WFPT) distribution with the four 
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model parameters (boundary separation, starting point, non-decision time, and drift rate). 
Parameters were drawn from uniformly distributed priors and were estimated with non-
informative mean and standard deviation group priors. The starting point was set as the 
midpoint between the two decision boundaries as the experimental design induced no 
bias towards one of the two choices (Philiastides et al., β011). There were 5,500 samples 
drawn from the posterior; the first 500 were discarded (as “burn-in”) and the rest were 
subsampled (“thinned”) by a factor of 50 following the conventional approach to MCMC 
sampling whereby initial samples are likely to be unreliable due to the selection of a 
random starting point and neighboring samples are likely to be highly correlated (Wiecki 
et al., β01γ; Wabersich and Vandekerckhove, β014). The remaining samples constituted 
the probability distributions of each estimated parameter.  
As part of the model fitting within the HDDM framework, we used the single-trial 
EEGβBeh correlations of the identified components as regressors of the decision 
parameters (non-decision time, k and drift rate, h) as follows: 
                                                         酵 噺 紅待 髪 紅怠 茅 貢怠態 髪  紅態 茅 貢態態   髪  紅戴 茅 貢戴態                                        岫ね岻                                                           絞 噺 紘待 髪 紘怠 茅 貢怠態 髪  紘態 茅 貢態態  髪  紘戴 茅 貢戴態                                        岫の岻 
In these regressions, 貢沈態 are the squared single-trial EEGβBeh correlations of the 
three components respectively. The coefficients 紅沈 (紘沈) weight the slope of the non-
decision time (drift rate) by the values of 貢沈態 on that specific trial, with an intercept 紅待 (紘待). 
By using these eight regression coefficients we were able to test the influences of each 
of the three identified components on either of the model parameters (Cavanagh et al., 
β014). Posterior probability densities of each regression coefficient were estimated using 
the sampling procedure described above and were graphically represented as violin plots 
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(see Figure 4B-C for examples). Significantly positive (negative) effects were determined 
when >99% of the posterior density was higher (lower) than 0. 
For comparison with alternate models, we used the Deviance Information Criterion 
(DIC), a measure widely used for fit assessment and comparison of hierarchical models 
(Spiegelhalter et al., β00β). DIC selects the model that achieves the best trade-off 
between goodness-of-fit and model complexity. Lower DIC values favor models with the 
highest likelihood and least degrees of freedom. 
A detailed account of the analysis pipeline implemented in this study is given 
graphically in the form of a flowchart in Figure 3. 
 
3. Results 
3.1 Tactile discrimination performance. To generate tactile stimulation that can be  
actively sensed, we employed a haptic stimulator (Campion et al., 2005; Frissen et al., 
2012) (Figure 1A) and programmed it to render a virtual grating texture with different 
amplitudes (Figure 1B). In particular, we split the workspace of the haptic stimulator into 
two regions (left - L and right - R) and asked fifteen subjects to actively explore the virtual 
surface and report as quickly and as accurately as possible which of the two subspaces 
had higher texture amplitude. One of the two regions (termed reference) had a fixed virtual 
amplitude while the other subspace (termed comparison) had a varying amplitude for 
each trial. On each trial, subjects actively moved their finger to scan the two regions in 
order to compare a reference texture amplitude (which was randomly presented in one of 
the two regions) and a comparison texture with higher or lower amplitude (six amplitude 
differences: -0.5, -0.25, -0.1, 0.1, 0.25. 0.5) (Figure 1C). We found that task performance 
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improved significantly with increasing stimulus difference, as reflected by a larger fraction 
of correct choices (p<10-7, F(2, 36)=27.03) and faster RTs (p<0.05, F(2, 36)=4.04) 
(Figure 1D,F). 
3.2 Active sensing behavioral kinematics. During this active tactile decision-
making task, we also recorded a) the subjects’ finger position, offering a detailed account 
of their active sensing strategy and b) their EEG activity reflecting the neural dynamics 
that underlie performance of this task. First, we examined what aspects of the active 
sensing strategy used by the subjects were affected by task difficulty. We found that 
subjects switched between the two textures (in order to compare their amplitudes before 
reaching a decision) more times when the task was harder, but this dependence of the 
number of crossings on stimulus differences was not significant at the population level 
(p=0.17, F(2,36)=1.87, Figure 1E). Interestingly, the time-averaged speed with which the 
subjects scanned the textures was independent of the stimulus difference (Figure 1G). 
However, instantaneous finger velocity varied considerably within each trial suggesting 
that subjects modulated their tactile exploration speed in order to actively sense the two 
surfaces before making a choice (Figure 1H).    
3.3. EEG activity. After characterizing the subjects’ active sensing behavior, we 
aimed to investigate the structure of their whole-brain activity during performance of this 
task. We thus applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the EEG recordings pooled 
across all participants to extract the main dimensions of EEG variation and then 
performed source localization analysis to the first three PCs to identify the neuronal 
origins of these brain activations. We found that the most prominent EEG components 
localized to premotor, motor and supplementary motor areas (first PC, Figure 1J), and 
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right-lateralized somatosensory as well as other parietal areas (second and third PC, 
Figure 1K-L).   
3.4 Three distinct brain to active sensing couplings. Following the aforementioned 
general characterization of EEG activity in this task, we then probed the relationship 
between the subjects’ brain activity and their active sensory experience. We hypothesized 
that the subjects’ active sensing strategy is represented by their finger kinematics and in 
particular their movement velocity which they varied in order to actively explore the two 
surfaces. To relate movement velocity with the recorded EEG signals, we capitalized on 
a novel computational approach, termed “Stim2EEG” (Dmochowski et al., 2017), for the 
fusion of neuroimaging and dynamic stimulus signals. We extended the applicability of 
this approach to sensorimotor behavioral measurements (kinematic signals here) and 
termed this analytical method as “EEG2Beh(avior)”. EEG2Beh aims to identify 
components of brain – sensorimotor behavior coupling using an optimization procedure 
based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Hotelling, 1936). Specifically, EEG2Beh 
selects a spatial filter w to apply to the EEG signals and a temporal filter h to apply to the 
kinematic feature (i.e. velocity) time series such that the resulting filter outputs are 
maximally correlated in time (Figure 2). Ultimately, this approach outputs multiple spatial 
EEG components matched with multiple temporal kinematic components as well as the 
coefficient of determination (square of the correlation coefficient) of the filter outputs 貢態,  
a measure of the brain-behavior coupling for each pair of components. 
To identify EEGβBeh components that describe performance of this task 
consistently across subjects, we pooled the pre-processed EEG and velocity data across 
all subjects and applied them to the EEGβBeh algorithm. The algorithm extracted three 
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pairs of distinct EEG (spatial) and kinematic (temporal) components (Figure 2) showing 
significant EEGβBeh coupling (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using 
Bonferroni correction). Source localization of the first EEG component revealed a 
neuronal origin in the right lateral occipital complex (LτC) (Figure 4A). The brain source 
of the second EEG component was localized to the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) 
(Figure 4B), whereas the third component had its origin in the supplementary motor area 
(SMA) and premotor cortex (Figure 4C). Interestingly, the first two components with the 
highest brain-behavior couplings did not correspond to the EEG components that 
accounted for the highest variance in the data (see sources of the three first PCs in Figure 
1J). This finding suggests that the components carrying most of the power in the EEG 
recordings did not correlate with active sensing; instead brain areas with lower activity 
(less than 10% of the variance of the EEG data) were more strongly coupled with the 
movement kinematics.    
To evaluate whether the three extracted EEGβBeh components characterized the 
EEG-kinematics relationship for each individual subject, we filtered the single-subject 
EEG and velocity signals with the identified spatial and temporal filters respectively and 
computed the EEGβBeh correlations 貢態 of each subject. To test for statistical significance 
of the single-subject correlations, we performed a permutation test using phase-
randomized EEG data (see Materials and Methods for details). First, the phase-spectrum 
of the EEG time series of each subject was randomized and then the resulting surrogate 
EEG data were filtered by the spatial filters before computing the correlations with the 
temporally filtered velocity signals. Using this test (repeated 1000 times), we found that 
EEG2Beh couplings were significant (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using 
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Bonferroni correction) for all but three subjects for each component (different subjects for 
each component, so each subject had at least two of the three components), which 
suggests that the identified components were present in the majority of the subjects.  
3.5 Brain-behavior correlations predict HDDM parameters. Having specified the 
main components of brain activity and active sensing behavior that describe this task, we 
then aimed to establish the missing link between this brain-behavior coupling and 
decision-making performance. We asked whether trial-to-trial fluctuations in the brain-
behavior coupling have a direct influence on behavior and, in particular, which decision-
making processes they may be implicated in. To address this question, we first quantified 
the brain-behavior coupling in single trials, i.e. computed single-trial 貢態 values by filtering 
the single-trial EEG and kinematic data with the identified spatial and temporal filters 
respectively. Then, we integrated the single-trial 貢態 values into a hierarchical drift diffusion 
model (HDDM) (Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008; Wiecki et al., 2013), a cognitive model of 
decision-making behavior that decomposes task performance, i.e. accuracy and RT, into 
the internal components of processing representing the rate of sensory information 
integration (drift rate, h), the amount of evidence required to make a choice (decision 
boundary separation, g), and the duration of other processes (non-decision time, k), i.e. 
stimulus encoding and response production. 
As part of the fitting of the HDDM model, we estimated regression coefficients (く, 
け) to determine the relationship between trial-to-trial variations in 貢態  and the main 
decision parameters. Our hypothesis was that that the strength of the brain-behavior 
couplings pertains to decision formation. Hence, this approach served to assess whether 
any of the HDDM parameters representing distinct decision formation components 
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showed any relation to the identified brain-behavior correlations on single trials.  
Our results revealed that the task performance data were fit well by the HDDM with 
trial-dependent drift rate, non-decision time and decision boundary separation (R2=0.81, 
see Figure 5A for the model fits of the behavioral accuracies and RTs). This finding 
indicates that the HDDM model can explain behavior during such a task that, in contrast 
to most speeded decision-making tasks, includes active sampling and exploration of both 
alternatives and consequently longer response times. In particular, we found considerably 
longer non-decision times (1.71s±0.01s) than those typically found during rapid 
perceptual decisions (0.3s-0.4s), which suggests that these longer non-decision time 
durations likely capture the extra time needed to sense both stimuli and switch between 
them. 
More importantly, the HDDM model with EEG2Beh regressors of the non-decision 
times and drift rates, provided a better trade-off between goodness-of-fit and complexity 
(as assessed by the Deviance Information Criterion - DIC for model selection 
(Spiegelhalter et al., 2002)) compared to alternative HDDM models (see Figure 5〈 for 
DIC comparisons). Specifically, the model of choice (shown in Figure 6A) provided a 
better fitting of the task performance data than a) a model that did not include EEG2Beh 
regressors, b) models that included regressors of the non-decision times only or the drift 
rates only, or c) a model that included a regressor of the decision boundary separation. 
Thus, we deduced that using the brain-behavior couplings as predictors of single-trial 
non-decision times and drift rates yielded better HDDM model performance.     
Central to our study, we then examined whether any of the EEG2Beh regressors 
were significantly predictive of the HDDM model parameters. We found that the brain-
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behavior correlations of the first (occipital) component were significantly negatively 
correlated to the non-decision times (く1<0 with p<0.01, i.e. the stronger the coupling the 
shorter the non-decision times, Figure 6B) and the correlations of the second (prefrontal) 
component were predictive of the drift rate (け2>0 with p<0.01, i.e. higher drift rates for 
stronger couplings, Figure 6C). Interestingly, the estimated effects (け2) of the 貢態 of the 
second component on drift rate were not significantly different for the three difficulty levels 
(Figure 5C) indicating that this relationship is not modulated by the amount of sensory 
evidence. In contrast, the constant term (け0) showed a significant increase (p<0.001) with 
the amount of sensory evidence. Taken together, these results suggest that the drift rate 
was proportional to the amount of sensory evidence and its trial-to-trial fluctuations were 
modulated by the brain-behavior couplings over prefrontal areas. Finally, the third 
component showed similar relations to the HDDM parameters as the ones described 
above (negative for the non-decision times and positive for the drift rates) but none of the 
two were significant (p>0.05).  
3.6 No MFG activation when performing active sensing but not decision-making. 
To validate the functional roles of the identified components as revealed by the HDDM 
analysis, we also applied the EEG2Beh analysis to EEG and kinematic signals recorded 
while naïve subjects actively interrogated the same stimuli but did not have to make a 
perceptual choice. The obtained neural components localized to SMA (first and third 
component) and LOC (all three components, see Figure 7). The presence of these 
activations in such a non-decision-making task corroborates their involvement in active 
sensing behavior. In particular, these results are consistent with the identified implication 
of LOC in the formation of tactile stimulus representations, i.e. a sensory/stimulus-
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encoding role, and a neither sensory nor decision (but likely a motor) related role for SMA. 
Importantly, no MFG activation was found in this control experiment which indicates that 
this component is present only when a perceptual choice is made and reflects a decision-
related signal.   
 
4. Discussion     
In this study, we probed the components of brain activity and sensorimotor 
behavior involved in active perceptual decisions and showed that the sensorimotor 
strategy employed for active sensing drives the perceptual and cognitive processes 
leading to decision formation. In particular, the quality of tactile stimulus encoding and 
evidence accumulation pertains to the coupling between the kinematic patterns of the 
subject’s motion and the neural activity that drives (and is driven by) this motion. The 
significance of our approach and the implications of the findings are discussed in the 
following. 
4.1 Active sensing as a window onto the neural processes of decision-making. 
There has been significant progress in the study of the neural processes of perceptual 
decision-making (Heekeren et al., 2008; Donner et al., 2009; Rushworth et al., 2009; 
O'Connell et al., 2012; Wyart et al., 2012; Lou et al., 2014; Hanks and Summerfield, 
2017). However, in most decision-making research, sensory information sampling, 
processing, and integrating takes place passively, whereas in real-world settings most 
perceptual decisions are made during active behaviors (e.g eye movements to gather 
information about a visual stimulus (Najemnik and Geisler, 2005; Kleinfeld et al., 2006; 
Renninger et al., 2007; Najemnik and Geisler, 2008; Navalpakkam et al., 2010; Chukoskie 
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et al., 2013; Toscani et al., 2013) or hand/finger movements to explore a tactile surface 
(Lederman and Klatzky, 1986; Lederman and Klatzky, 1987; Oddo et al., 2017; Rongala 
et al., 2017)). This process entails the integration of information from multiple locations in 
order to both select the next movement and solve the task (Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005; 
Rothkopf et al., 2007; Schroeder et al., 2010; Chukoskie et al., 2013; Morillon et al., 2015; 
Schroeder and Ritt, 2016; Yang et al., 2016a; Yang et al., 2016b). Here we investigated 
this sensorimotor coupling in a decision making task using a novel approach which 
decodes a pattern of neural activity that encodes a pattern of the movement kinematics 
(Dmochowski et al., 2017). The development of similar approaches relating neural activity 
to continuous stimulus or behavioral variables has been a topic of major recent interest 
(Crosse et al., 2016; De Cheveigne et al., 2017; Ince et al., 2017; Oddo et al., 2017).   
4.2 A distributed neural network for active perceptual decision-making. Here, we 
found that movement kinematics are encoded in different brain regions and the respective 
brain-behaviour coupling was predictive of dissociable decision-making processes.  
First, the coupling of right occipital cortical activity with the movement kinematics 
was shown to modulate the non-decision time duration of the decision formation 
procedure. This parameter includes the durations of a) the stimulus encoding and b) the 
motor response to indicate the choice made. From these two processes, the latter is not 
expected to vary significantly from trial to trial in this experimental paradigm and 
furthermore, motor actions are not localized in occipital areas. Hence, we deduce that the 
correlation of the first pair of EEG2Beh components is likely associated with the stimulus 
encoding process. We further discuss the role of visual cortex in tactile decision-making 
in the next section. 
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Second, we found that the component localizing to prefrontal cortex was predictive 
of the rate of evidence accumulation towards a tactile decision, which is also compatible 
with previous work. The prefrontal cortex has been shown to play an important role in 
decision-making and, in particular, it has been implicated in perceptual (but also 
economic) information integration (Heekeren et al., 2006; Philiastides et al., 2011; 
Rahnev et al., 2016; Sterzer, 2016).  We should note that, in this study, the contribution 
of prefrontal cortex to evidence accumulation may be direct, i.e. by representing a 
decision variable, or indirect, i.e. by playing a role in regulating other cognitive processes 
such as task engagement, attention or arousal that impact on the rate at which evidence 
is accumulated. Also, our findings do not rule out the possibility that other brain areas – 
not directly related to active sensing - may contribute to regulating evidence accumulation 
in this task. 
We also identified a third component localizing to the supplementary motor area 
that showed significant EEG-kinematics coupling but did not correlate with any DDM 
model parameter. SMA participates in producing motor behavior and has been previously 
demonstrated to be involved in tactile decision-making (Pleger et al., 2006) and, in 
particular, to correlate with perceptual sensitivity to tactile roughness (Kim et al., 2015). 
SMA has also been implicated in the calculation of motor plans during continuous 
movements (Pereira et al., 2017). We thus aim to further elucidate the role of SMA in 
active tactile decisions in future work involving simultaneous EEG and fMRI recordings.  
Taken together, our results suggest that active perceptual decision-making is 
based on the interaction of different neural networks, which have complementary roles in 
decision formation (Philiastides et al., 2006; Philiastides and Sajda, 2007; Ploran et al., 
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2007; Heekeren et al., 2008; Mostert et al., 2015; Delis et al., 2016). 
4.3 Deciphering the role of visual cortex in tactile decision-making. Our findings 
are consistent with prior work associating the lateral occipital cortex with tactile 
processing (Sathian, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005; Stilla et al., 2008; Lucan et al., 2010; 
Sathian, 2016) and assigning a multimodal role to the visual cortex (Lacey et al., 2007; 
Stilla and Sathian, 2008; Lacey and Sathian, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015; Murray, 2016; 
Murray et al., 2016). Importantly, Zangaladze and collaborators demonstrated the causal 
involvement of occipital cortex in tactile discrimination performance (Zangaladze et al., 
1999). Here we investigated further its role in tactile behaviors in which decision times 
are under subjects' control and showed that occipital cortex contributes to the 
transmission of information from the sensory organs to the evidence accumulation 
process. In contrast to current belief that visual cortex represents the features of tactile 
stimuli that lead to a “tactile object” (tactile features provide explicit information about 
shape, orientation etc.) rather than fine grain tactile textures (as in our experiment) 
(Zangaladze et al., 1999), our data showed that the representation of the fine tactile 
textures indeed localized to visual cortex.  
So why do we see visual cortex in a fine grain tactile discrimination task? We 
believe that the difference is due to active sensing. Previous work referenced above used 
very controlled, short trial-based paradigms where subjects were presented with stimuli 
without a need to actively sense. What is unique to our work is that the process of active 
sensing likely results in subjects dynamically forming a representation of the tactile 
surface into an object. For example, as they move their finger, exploring the fine texture 
enables them to integrate information so that they can represent spatial locations of the 
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textural boundaries and the spatial extent of the textures themselves. Though subjects 
do not need to report those object-related properties here, having a representation of 
such properties enables them to potentially make more efficient decisions — e.g. using a  
representation of the tactile boundary to guide rapid comparisons of textural differences.   
Though additional experiments are needed to investigate the interaction of the 
representation and the task objective (textural decision vs. object-level decision), our 
current work provides evidence that active sensing itself allows the brain to take simple 
stimuli and tasks and build more complex representations that would be of greater utility 
than just solving the simple task at hand. 
4.4 Informed cognitive modeling to uncover latent neural processes. An important 
contribution of our study is the dissociation of the roles of the identified neural/kinematic 
patterns. This was only made possible by the joint cognitive modeling of behavioral and 
neural/kinematic data that linked the neural correlates of sensori-motor behavior with the 
cognitive processes involved in decision-making. Similar model-based cognitive 
neuroscience approaches have been proposed recently and have been shown to be 
effective in characterizing the neural underpinnings of behavioral components (Turner et 
al., 2015; Turner et al., 2017). By means of this approach, neural and other physiological 
measures of various cognitive processes have been identified (Ratcliff et al., 2009; 
Cavanagh et al., 2011; Ratcliff and Frank, 2012; Cavanagh et al., 2014; Dmochowski and 
Norcia, 2015; Frank et al., 2015; Nunez et al., 2017). Here we asked whether the neural 
representations of active sensing are used to generate decision-making behavior and in 
particular if their trial-to-trial fluctuations affect decision-making performance. We found 
that the trial-to-trial variability of the brain-behavior coupling in a) occipital and b) 
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prefrontal cortices – indexes the efficiency of a) stimulus encoding and b) integration of 
perceptual information respectively.  
Overall, this study indicates that active sensing provides a window into 
understanding the patterns of brain activity and sensorimotor behavior that drive 
perceptual decision-making and offers the first direct evidence on the neural networks 
underlying active tactile decisions. In particular, we demonstrate that, during active tactile 
sensing, the right occipital (presumably “visual”) cortex has a central role in forming tactile 
stimulus representations whereas the middle frontal gyrus contributes to regulating how 
quickly perceptual evidence accumulates towards a choice.    
 
Figure Captions 
Figure1. Experimental design, behavioral results and principal components of EEG 
signals. A. The Pantograph is a haptic device used to render virtual surfaces that can be 
actively sensed. B. The stimulus. We programmed the Pantograph to generate a virtual 
grating texture. The workspace was split into two subspaces (left - L and right - R) that 
differed in the amplitude of the virtual surface that the subjects actively sensed. τne of 
the two sides (randomly assigned) had the reference amplitude (equal to 1) and the other 
had the comparison amplitude that varied on each trial taking one of the values: 0.5, 0.75, 
0.9, 1.1, 1.β5, and 1.5. C. Index finger trajectory indicating the scanning pattern of the 
virtual texture in one trial. The two red dots indicate the starting point and endpoint. τn 
this trial, the subject actively sensed the left subspace first, then moved to the right 
subspace and explored it before coming back to the left subspace again and reporting 
their choice. D. Psychometric curve indicating the percentage of non-reference choices 
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for all stimulus differences. Dots indicate average proportion of choices across subjects 
and errorbars are standard error of the means (sem) across subjects. Data are fit using 
a cumulative Gaussian function. E. Response times for all stimulus differences shown as 
averages (± sem) across subjects. F. σumber of crossings (i.e. switchings between the 
two stimuli) for all stimulus differences shown as averages (± sem) across subjects. G. 
Average finger velocities for all stimulus differences shown as averages (± sem) across 
subjects.  H. Velocity profile of the finger movement during the example trial. J-K-L. Brain 
sources of the first three principal components of the recorded EEG signals across 
subjects. 
Figure2. Schematic view of EEGβBeh(avior) and the identified . Subjects move their 
fingers to actively sense a surface while their brain activity (e.g. EEG signals) ri(t) is 
recorded. The relevant kinematic features of the sensorimotor behavior (the movement 
velocity here) are extracted, resulting in a time series s(t). An optimization procedure, 
implemented via canonical correlation analysis, then computes spatial filters w to apply 
to the neural signals and temporal filters h(t) to apply to the velocity such that the resulting 
filter outputs are maximally correlated in time. The algorithm output is a set of multiple 
EEG-kinematic components and their coupling strengths とβ. Three pairs of EEG 
components (scalp maps of neural activity) and their matching kinematic components 
(temporal profiles of velocity filters) were found to show significant correlations. 
Figure3. Illustration of the analysis framework implemented in this study. To characterize 
active tactile decision-making, three types of measurements are simultaneously made: a) 
EEG recordings, b) sensorimotor signals (movement kinematics), and c) task 
performance measures (accuracy and response time - RT). EEG and kinematic signals 
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are input to the EEGβBeh algorithm that outputs pairs of brain – behavior coupling 
components (scalp maps and temporal kinematic filters) and their correlation measures 
とβ. The brain (EEG) components are input to a source localization algorithm to identify 
their neuronal origins. The EEGβBeh coupling strengths とβ inform the hierarchical drift 
diffusion modelling (HDDM) of the task performance data. HDDM uses the とβ to translate 
accuracy and RT into the components of decision-making processing (such as evidence 
accumulation or stimulus encoding) thereby characterizing the functional role of each 
EEGβBeh component. 
Figure4. Brain sources of the three EEG components showing significant brain-behavior 
couplings.  
Figure5. HDDM fitting and model comparisons. ]. Choice proportions and RT 
distributions are captured by EEGβBeh-informed HDDM. Behavioral RT distributions (in 
green) are shown for each stimulus difference together with posterior predictive 
simulations from the HDDM (in blue). σegative values in the time axis correspond to 
incorrect choices and positive values represent correct choices. Higher histogram values 
in the positive time axis indicate higher proportion of correct choices. Fitting accuracy is 
worse with lower stimulus differences. B. Comparison with alternate models. We 
compared the HDDM model of choice with alternative HDDM models using the Deviance 
Information Criterion (DIC). We tested HDDM models where either the drift rate (h) or the 
non-decision time (k) or both were not dependent on the EEGβBeh correlations and a 
model where the decision boundary (g) was dependent on the EEGβBeh correlations. 
Positive difference DIC values (DICmodel – DICoptimal) for all four models indicate that 




Figure6. Formulation of best HDDM model and regression results. A. Graphical model 
showing hierarchical estimation of Drift Diffusion Model parameters with EEGβBeh 
regressors. Round nodes represent continuous random variables and double-bordered 
nodes represent deterministic variables, defined in terms of other variables. Shaded 
nodes represent recorded or computed signals, including single-trial behavioral data 
(accuracy, RT) and EEGβBeh coupling measures (とβ). τpen nodes represent 
unobserved latent parameters. Parameters are modelled as random variables with 
inferred means た and variances jβ. Plates denote that multiple random variables share 
the same parents and children. The outer plate is over difficulty levels d while the inner 
plate is over trials n. For example, each single-trial boundary separation an,d shares the 
same parents たg and jgβ that define the distribution across trials and difficulty levels. 
Single-trial variations of non-decision time k and drift rate h are determined by EEGβBeh 
couplings with regression coefficients くi and けi. B. Violin plots showing the distribution of 
the regression coefficients くi (100 samples drawn from the distribution) of the coupling 
strengths とiβ of the three EEGβBeh components for the prediction of single-trial non-
decision times k. C. Violin plots showing the distribution of the regression coefficients けi 
(100 samples drawn from the distribution) of the coupling strengths とiβ of the three 
EEGβBeh components for the prediction of single-trial drift rates h. 
Figure7. Brain sources of the three significant EEGβBeh components extracted from the 
data of the control experiment, i.e. when subjects actively explored the tactile stimuli but 
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Fヴ;ﾐﾆ MJが G;ｪﾐW Cが N┞ｴ┌ゲ Eが M;ゲデWヴゲ Sが WｷWIﾆｷ TVが C;┗;ﾐ;ｪｴ JFが B;SヴW D ふヲヰヱヵぶ aMRI ;ﾐS EEG ヮヴWSｷIデﾗヴゲ 
ンヱ 
 
ﾗa S┞ﾐ;ﾏｷI SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ヮ;ヴ;ﾏWデWヴゲ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWｷﾐaﾗヴIWﾏWﾐデ ﾉW;ヴﾐｷﾐｪく J NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ンヵぎヴΒヵどヴΓヴく 
FヴｷゲゲWﾐ Iが )ｷ;デ Mが C;ﾏヮｷﾗﾐ Gが H;┞┘;ヴS Vが G┌;ゲデ;┗ｷﾐﾗ C ふヲヰヱヲぶ TｴW WaaWIデゲ ﾗa ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾐデ;ヴ┞ ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗﾐ 
;┌Sｷデﾗヴ┞どｴ;ヮデｷI ;ﾐS ｴ;ヮデｷIどｴ;ヮデｷI デWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉ ﾗヴSWヴ ﾃ┌SｪﾏWﾐデゲく AIデ; Pゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉ ふAﾏゲデぶ ヱヴヱぎヱヴヰどヱヴΒく 
GWﾉﾏ;ﾐ A ふヲヰヰンぶ A B;┞Wゲｷ;ﾐ aﾗヴﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa W┝ヮﾉﾗヴ;デﾗヴ┞ S;デ; ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ;ﾐS ｪﾗﾗSﾐWゲゲどﾗaどaｷデ デWゲデｷﾐｪく Iﾐデ Sデ;デ 
RW┗ ΑヱぎンヶΓどンΒヲく 
H;ﾐﾆゲ TDが S┌ﾏﾏWヴaｷWﾉS C ふヲヰヱΑぶ PWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ DWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ M;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ RﾗSWﾐデゲが MﾗﾐﾆW┞ゲが ;ﾐS H┌ﾏ;ﾐゲく NW┌ヴﾗﾐ 
Γンぎヱヵどンヱく 
H;┌aW Sが MWｷﾐWIﾆW Fが GﾗヴｪWﾐ Kが D;ｴﾐW Sが H;┞ﾐWゲ JDが Bﾉ;ﾐﾆWヴデ┣ Bが BｷWゲゲﾏ;ﾐﾐ F ふヲヰヱヴぶ Oﾐ デｴW ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ 
ﾗa ┘Wｷｪｴデ ┗WIデﾗヴゲ ﾗa ﾉｷﾐW;ヴ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ｷﾐ ﾏ┌ﾉデｷ┗;ヴｷ;デW ﾐW┌ヴﾗｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪく NW┌ヴﾗIﾏ;ｪW ΒΑぎΓヶどヱヱヰく 
H;┞ｴﾗW Mが B;ﾉﾉ;ヴS D ふヲヰヰヵぶ E┞W ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗヴく TヴWﾐSゲ ｷﾐ Cﾗｪﾐｷデｷ┗W SIｷWﾐIWゲ ΓぎヱΒΒどヱΓヴく 
HWWﾆWヴWﾐ HRが M;ヴヴWデデ Sが UﾐｪWヴﾉWｷSWヴ LG ふヲヰヰΒぶ TｴW ﾐW┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ デｴ;デ ﾏWSｷ;デW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく N;デ RW┗ NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ΓぎヴヶΑどヴΑΓく 
HWWﾆWヴWﾐ HRが M;ヴヴWデデ Sが B;ﾐSWデデｷﾐｷ PAが UﾐｪWヴﾉWｷSWヴ LG ふヲヰヰヴぶ A ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷゲﾏ aﾗヴ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐどﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Hヴ;ｷﾐく N;デ┌ヴW ヴンヱぎΒヵΓどΒヶヲく 
HWWﾆWヴWﾐ HRが M;ヴヴWデデ Sが R┌aa DAが B;ﾐSWデデｷﾐｷ PAが UﾐｪWヴﾉWｷSWヴ LG ふヲヰヰヶぶ Iﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾉWaデ 
Sﾗヴゲﾗﾉ;デWヴ;ﾉ ヮヴWaヴﾗﾐデ;ﾉ IﾗヴデW┝ ｷﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷゲ ｷﾐSWヮWﾐSWﾐデ ﾗa ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW ﾏﾗS;ﾉｷデ┞く 
P N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ USA ヱヰンぎヱヰヰヲンどヱヰヰヲΒく 
HﾗデWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ H ふヱΓンヶぶ RWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ デ┘ﾗ ゲWデゲ ﾗa ┗;ヴｷ;デWゲく BｷﾗﾏWデヴｷﾆ; ヲΒぎンヲヱどンΑΑく 
IﾐIW RAが GｷﾗヴS;ﾐﾗ BLが K;┞ゲWヴ Cが Rﾗ┌ゲゲWﾉWデ GAが Gヴﾗゲゲ Jが SIｴ┞ﾐゲ PG ふヲヰヱΑぶ A ゲデ;デｷゲデｷI;ﾉ aヴ;ﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆ aﾗヴ 
ﾐW┌ヴﾗｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ S;デ; ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ H;ゲWS ﾗﾐ ﾏ┌デ┌;ﾉ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ Wゲデｷﾏ;デWS ┗ｷ; ; ｪ;┌ゲゲｷ;ﾐ Iﾗヮ┌ﾉ;く H┌ﾏ 
Bヴ;ｷﾐ M;ヮヮ ンΒぎヱヵヴヱどヱヵΑンく 
Kｷﾏ Jが Cｴ┌ﾐｪ YGが P;ヴﾆ JYが Cｴ┌ﾐｪ SCが W;ﾉﾉヴ;┗Wﾐ Cが B┌ﾉデｴﾗaa HHが Kｷﾏ SP ふヲヰヱヵぶ DWIﾗSｷﾐｪ AII┌ヴ;I┞ ｷﾐ 
S┌ヮヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ Mﾗデﾗヴ CﾗヴデW┝ CﾗヴヴWﾉ;デWゲ ┘ｷデｴ PWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWﾐゲｷデｷ┗ｷデ┞ デﾗ T;IデｷﾉW Rﾗ┌ｪｴﾐWゲゲく Pﾉﾗゲ OﾐW 
ヱヰく 
KﾉWｷﾐaWﾉS Dが Aｴｷゲゲ;ヴ Eが Dｷ;ﾏﾗﾐS ME ふヲヰヰヶぶ AIデｷ┗W ゲWﾐゲ;デｷﾗﾐぎ ｷﾐゲｷｪｴデゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヴﾗSWﾐデ ┗ｷHヴｷゲゲ; ゲWﾐゲﾗヴｷﾏﾗデﾗヴ 
ゲ┞ゲデWﾏく C┌ヴヴWﾐデ Oヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ NW┌ヴﾗHｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヱヶぎヴンヵどヴヴヴく 
Kヴ┌ゲIｴﾆW JK ふヲヰヱヰ;ぶ Wｴ;デ デﾗ HWﾉｷW┗Wぎ B;┞Wゲｷ;ﾐ ﾏWデｴﾗSゲ aﾗヴ S;デ; ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲく TヴWﾐSゲ ｷﾐ Cﾗｪﾐｷデｷ┗W SIｷWﾐIWゲ 
ヱヴぎヲΓンどンヰヰく 
Kヴ┌ゲIｴﾆW JK ふヲヰヱヰHぶ B;┞Wゲｷ;ﾐ S;デ; ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲく WｷヴWゲ Cﾗｪﾐ SIｷ ヱぎヶヵΒどヶΑヶく 
L;IW┞ Sが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヱヱぶ M┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐぎ ｷﾐゲｷｪｴデゲ aヴﾗﾏ ゲデ┌SｷWゲ ﾗa ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デﾗ┌Iｴく 
Pヴﾗｪ Bヴ;ｷﾐ RWゲ ヱΓヱぎヱヶヵどヱΑヶく 
L;IW┞ Sが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヱヲぶ RWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa OHﾃWIデ Fﾗヴﾏ ｷﾐ Vｷゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS Tﾗ┌Iｴく Iﾐぎ TｴW NW┌ヴ;ﾉ B;ゲWゲ ﾗa 
M┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ PヴﾗIWゲゲWゲ ふM┌ヴヴ;┞ MMが W;ﾉﾉ;IW MTが WSゲぶく BﾗI; R;デﾗﾐ ふFLぶく 
L;IW┞ Sが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヱヴぶ Vｷゲ┌ﾗどｴ;ヮデｷI ﾏ┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐが I;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐく 
FヴﾗﾐデｷWヴゲ ｷﾐ ヮゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヵぎΑンヰく 
L;IW┞ Sが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヱヵぶ CヴﾗゲゲﾏﾗS;ﾉ ;ﾐS M┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ IﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ Vｷゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS Tﾗ┌Iｴく 
SIｴﾗﾉ;ヴヮWSｷ; ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ヱヰぎΑΓヵΑく 
L;IW┞ Sが C;ﾏヮHWﾉﾉ Cが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヰΑぶ Vｷゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デﾗ┌Iｴぎ ﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉW ﾗヴ ﾏ┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa 
ﾗHﾃWIデゲい PWヴIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ンヶぎヱヵヱンどヱヵヲヱく 
LWSWヴﾏ;ﾐ Sが Kﾉ;デ┣ﾆ┞ RL ふヱΓΒヶぶ E┝ヮﾉﾗヴ;デﾗヴ┞ H;ﾐS Mﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ ;ﾐS OHﾃWIデ PWヴIWヮデｷﾗﾐく B Pゲ┞IｴﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI SﾗI 
ヲヴぎンヲヲどンヲヲく 
LWSWヴﾏ;ﾐ SJが Kﾉ;デ┣ﾆ┞ RL ふヱΓΒΑぶ H;ﾐS Mﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ ど ; WｷﾐSﾗ┘ ｷﾐデﾗ H;ヮデｷI OHﾃWIデ RWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐく Cﾗｪﾐｷデｷ┗W 
ヮゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヱΓぎンヴヲどンヶΒく 
Lﾗ┌ Bが Lｷ Yが Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヱヴぶ PヴWゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ┌ゲ ;ﾉヮｴ; ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ヮヴWSｷIデゲ aｷSWﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa ゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ WﾐIﾗSｷﾐｪ 
ｷﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく NW┌ヴﾗIﾏ;ｪW ΒΑぎヲヴヲどヲヵヱく 
L┌I;ﾐ JNが Fﾗ┝W JJが GﾗﾏW┣どR;ﾏｷヴW┣ Mが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ Kが Mﾗﾉｴﾗﾉﾏ S ふヲヰヱヰぶ T;IデｷﾉW ゲｴ;ヮW SｷゲIヴｷﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ヴWIヴ┌ｷデゲ 




Mﾗヴｷﾉﾉﾗﾐ Bが H;IﾆWデデ TAが K;ﾃｷﾆ;┘; Yが SIｴヴﾗWSWヴ CE ふヲヰヱヵぶ PヴWSｷIデｷ┗W ﾏﾗデﾗヴ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ﾗa ゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ S┞ﾐ;ﾏｷIゲ ｷﾐ 
;┌Sｷデﾗヴ┞ ;Iデｷ┗W ゲWﾐゲｷﾐｪく C┌ヴヴ Oヮｷﾐ NW┌ヴﾗHｷﾗﾉ ンヱぎヲンヰどヲンΒく 
MﾗゲデWヴデ Pが Kﾗﾆ Pが SW L;ﾐｪW FP ふヲヰヱヵぶ DｷゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾐｪ ゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ aヴﾗﾏ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲWゲ ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく SIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ヴWヮﾗヴデゲ ヵぎヱΒヲヵンく 
M┌ヴヴ;┞ M ふヲヰヱヶぶ TｴW ﾏ┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ IﾗヴデｷIWゲく Iﾐデ J Pゲ┞Iｴﾗヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉ ヱヰΒぎヱヱどヱヱく 
M┌ヴヴ;┞ MMが TｴWﾉWﾐ Aが Tｴ┌デS Gが RﾗﾏWｷ Vが M;ヴデ┌┣┣ｷ Rが M;デ┌ゲ┣ PJ ふヲヰヱヶぶ TｴW ﾏ┌ﾉデｷゲWﾐゲﾗヴ┞ a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 
ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ IﾗヴデW┝く NW┌ヴﾗヮゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉﾗｪｷ; ΒンぎヱヶヱどヱヶΓく 
N;ﾃWﾏﾐｷﾆ Jが GWｷゲﾉWヴ WS ふヲヰヰヵぶ Oヮデｷﾏ;ﾉ W┞W ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデ ゲデヴ;デWｪｷWゲ ｷﾐ ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ ゲW;ヴIｴく N;デ┌ヴW ヴンヴぎンΒΑどンΓヱく 
N;ﾃWﾏﾐｷﾆ Jが GWｷゲﾉWヴ WS ふヲヰヰΒぶ E┞W ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデ ゲデ;デｷゲデｷIゲ ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ;ヴW IﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ ﾗヮデｷﾏ;ﾉ ゲW;ヴIｴ 
ゲデヴ;デWｪ┞く J Vｷゲ Βぎヴ ヱどヱヴく 
N;┗;ﾉヮ;ﾆﾆ;ﾏ Vが KﾗIｴ Cが R;ﾐｪWﾉ Aが PWヴﾗﾐ; P ふヲヰヱヰぶ Oヮデｷﾏ;ﾉ ヴW┘;ヴS ｴ;ヴ┗Wゲデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデゲく PヴﾗI N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ U S A ヱヰΑぎヵヲンヲどヵヲンΑく 
N┌ﾐW┣ MDが Sヴｷﾐｷ┗;ゲ;ﾐ Rが V;ﾐSWﾆWヴIﾆｴﾗ┗W J ふヲヰヱヵぶ IﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ ｷﾐ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく FヴﾗﾐデｷWヴゲ ｷﾐ ヮゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヶく 
N┌ﾐW┣ MDが V;ﾐSWﾆWヴIﾆｴﾗ┗W Jが Sヴｷﾐｷ┗;ゲ;ﾐ R ふヲヰヱΑぶ Hﾗ┘ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWゲ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪぎ 
SｷﾐｪﾉWどデヴｷ;ﾉ EEG IﾗヴヴWﾉ;デWゲ ﾗa SヴｷaデどSｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ヮ;ヴ;ﾏWデWヴゲく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa M;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉ 
Pゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ΑヶぎヱヱΑどヱンヰく 
OろCﾗﾐﾐWﾉﾉ RGが DﾗIﾆヴWW PMが KWﾉﾉ┞ SP ふヲヰヱヲぶ A ゲ┌ヮヴ;ﾏﾗS;ﾉ ;II┌ﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐどデﾗどHﾗ┌ﾐS ゲｷｪﾐ;ﾉ デｴ;デ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐWゲ 
ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲく N;デ NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ヱヵぎヱΑヲΓどヱΑンヵく 
OSSﾗ CMが M;┣┣ﾗﾐｷ Aが Sヮ;ﾐﾐW Aが Eﾐ;ﾐSWヴ JMDが MﾗｪWﾐゲWﾐ Hが BWﾐｪデゲゲﾗﾐ Fが C;ﾏHﾗﾐｷ Dが MｷIWヴ; Sが JﾗヴﾐデWﾉﾉ H 
ふヲヰヱΑぶ AヴデｷaｷIｷ;ﾉ ゲヮ;デｷﾗデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉ デﾗ┌Iｴ ｷﾐヮ┌デゲ ヴW┗W;ﾉ IﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ SWIﾗSｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ﾐWﾗIﾗヴデｷI;ﾉ 
ﾐW┌ヴﾗﾐゲく SIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ヴWヮﾗヴデゲ Αく 
P;ヴヴ; Lが Aﾉ┗ｷﾐﾗ Cが T;ﾐｪ Aが PW;ヴﾉﾏ┌デデWヴ Bが YW┌ﾐｪ Nが Oゲﾏ;ﾐ Aが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰヲぶ LｷﾐW;ヴ ゲヮ;デｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ 
ゲｷﾐｪﾉWどデヴｷ;ﾉ SWデWIデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ WﾐIWヮｴ;ﾉﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞く NW┌ヴﾗｷﾏ;ｪW ヱΑぎヲヲンどヲンヰく 
P;ヴヴ; LCが SヮWﾐIW CDが GWヴゲﾗﾐ ADが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰヵぶ RWIｷヮWゲ aﾗヴ デｴW ﾉｷﾐW;ヴ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa EEGく NW┌ヴﾗIﾏ;ｪW ヲΒぎンヲヶど
ンヴヱく 
PWSWヴゲWﾐ MLが Fヴ;ﾐﾆ MJが BｷWﾉW G ふヲヰヱヶぶ TｴW Sヴｷaデ Sｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ;ゲ デｴW IｴﾗｷIW ヴ┌ﾉW ｷﾐ ヴWｷﾐaﾗヴIWﾏWﾐデ 
ﾉW;ヴﾐｷﾐｪく Pゲ┞IｴﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI H┌ﾉﾉWデｷﾐ わ ヴW┗ｷW┘く 
PWヴWｷヴ; Mが SﾗHﾗﾉW┘ゲﾆｷ Aが Mｷﾉﾉ;ﾐ JDR ふヲヰヱΑぶ AIデｷﾗﾐ Mﾗﾐｷデﾗヴｷﾐｪ CﾗヴデｷI;ﾉ AIデｷ┗ｷデ┞ Cﾗ┌ヮﾉWS デﾗ S┌Hﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲく 
WNW┌ヴﾗ ヴく 
Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰヶぶ TWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾐW┌ヴ;ﾉ IﾗヴヴWﾉ;デWゲ ﾗa ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ 
ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Hヴ;ｷﾐく CWヴWH CﾗヴデW┝ ヱヶぎヵヰΓどヵヱΒく 
Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰΑぶ EEGどｷﾐaﾗヴﾏWS aMRI ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ ゲヮ;デｷﾗデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲ ﾗa ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく J NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ヲΑぎヱンヰΒヲどヱンヰΓヱく 
Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが R;デIﾉｷaa Rが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰヶぶ NW┌ヴ;ﾉ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デ;ゲﾆ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ┞ ;ﾐS SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ 
S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ I;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐぎ ; デｷﾏｷﾐｪ Sｷ;ｪヴ;ﾏく J NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ヲヶぎΒΓヶヵどΒΓΑヵく 
Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが A┌ﾆゲ┣デ┌ﾉW┘ｷI┣ Rが HWWﾆWヴWﾐ HRが Bﾉ;ﾐﾆWﾐH┌ヴｪ F ふヲヰヱヱぶ C;┌ゲ;ﾉ ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa Sﾗヴゲﾗﾉ;デWヴ;ﾉ ヮヴWaヴﾗﾐデ;ﾉ 
IﾗヴデW┝ ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく C┌ヴヴ Bｷﾗﾉ ヲヱぎΓΒヰどΓΒンく 
PﾉWｪWヴ Bが R┌aa CCが Bﾉ;ﾐﾆWﾐH┌ヴｪ Fが BWゲデﾏ;ﾐﾐ Sが WｷWIｴ Kが SデWヮｴ;ﾐ KEが C;ヮｷﾉﾉ; Aが Fヴｷゲデﾗﾐ KJが Dﾗﾉ;ﾐ RJ ふヲヰヰヶぶ 
NW┌ヴ;ﾉ IﾗSｷﾐｪ ﾗa デ;IデｷﾉW SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴWaヴﾗﾐデ;ﾉ IﾗヴデW┝く Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷWﾐIW 
ヲヶぎヱヲヵΓヶどヱヲヶヰヱく 
Pﾉﾗヴ;ﾐ EJが NWﾉゲﾗﾐ SMが VWﾉ;ﾐﾗ┗; Kが Dﾗﾐ;ﾉSゲﾗﾐ DIが PWデWヴゲWﾐ SEが WｴWWﾉWヴ ME ふヲヰヰΑぶ E┗ｷSWﾐIW ;II┌ﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ 
;ﾐS デｴW ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐぎ DｷゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾐｪ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲWゲ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ aMRIく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ 
ﾗa NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷWﾐIW ヲΑぎヱヱΓヱヲどヱヱΓヲヴく 
Pﾉ┌ﾏﾏWヴ M ふヲヰヰンぶ JAGSぎ A ヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏ aﾗヴ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa B;┞Wゲｷ;ﾐ ｪヴ;ヮｴｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ GｷHHゲ ゲ;ﾏヮﾉｷﾐｪ Iﾐぎ ンヴS 
IﾐデWヴﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Wﾗヴﾆゲｴﾗヮ ﾗﾐ DｷゲデヴｷH┌デWS Sデ;デｷゲデｷI;ﾉ Cﾗﾏヮ┌デｷﾐｪく 
R;ｴﾐW┗ Dが NWW DEが RｷSSﾉW Jが L;ヴゲﾗﾐ ASが DろEゲヮﾗゲｷデﾗ M ふヲヰヱヶぶ C;┌ゲ;ﾉ W┗ｷSWﾐIW aﾗヴ aヴﾗﾐデ;ﾉ IﾗヴデW┝ ﾗヴｪ;ﾐｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ 
aﾗヴ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく PヴﾗI N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ U S A ヱヱンぎヶヰヵΓどヶヰヶヴく 
ンン 
 
R;デIﾉｷaa R ふヲヰヰヲぶ A Sｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デｷﾏW ;ﾐS ;II┌ヴ;I┞ ｷﾐ ; HヴｷｪｴデﾐWゲゲ SｷゲIヴｷﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ 
デ;ゲﾆぎ Fｷデデｷﾐｪ ヴW;ﾉ S;デ; ;ﾐS a;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ デﾗ aｷデ a;ﾆW H┌デ ヮﾉ;┌ゲｷHﾉW S;デ;く Pゲ┞IｴﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI H┌ﾉﾉWデｷﾐ わ ヴW┗ｷW┘ 
ΓぎヲΑΒどヲΓヱく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが MIKﾗﾗﾐ G ふヲヰヰΒぶ TｴW Sｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉぎ TｴWﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS S;デ; aﾗヴ デ┘ﾗどIｴﾗｷIW SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デ;ゲﾆゲく 
NW┌ヴ;ﾉ Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ ヲヰぎΒΑンどΓヲヲく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが Fヴ;ﾐﾆ MJ ふヲヰヱヲぶ RWｷﾐaﾗヴIWﾏWﾐデどH;ゲWS SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ IﾗヴデｷIﾗゲデヴｷ;デ;ﾉ IｷヴI┌ｷデゲぎ ﾏ┌デ┌;ﾉ 
Iﾗﾐゲデヴ;ｷﾐデゲ H┞ ﾐW┌ヴﾗIﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;ﾐS Sｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲく NW┌ヴ;ﾉ Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ ヲヴぎヱヱΒヶどヱヲヲΓく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが CｴｷﾉSWヴゲ R ふヲヰヱヵぶ IﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ DｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ ;ﾐS Fｷデデｷﾐｪ MWデｴﾗSゲ aﾗヴ デｴW T┘ﾗどCｴﾗｷIW Dｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ MﾗSWﾉ 
ﾗa DWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ M;ﾆｷﾐｪく DWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ヲヰヱヵく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが Pｴｷﾉｷ;ゲデｷSWゲ MGが S;ﾃS; P ふヲヰヰΓぶ Q┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa W┗ｷSWﾐIW aﾗヴ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷゲ ｷﾐSW┝WS H┞ 
デヴｷ;ﾉどデﾗどデヴｷ;ﾉ ┗;ヴｷ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW EEGく PヴﾗI N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ U S A ヱヰヶぎヶヵンΓどヶヵヴヴく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが Sﾏｷデｴ PLが MIKﾗﾗﾐ G ふヲヰヱヵぶ MﾗSWﾉｷﾐｪ RWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴｷデｷWゲ ｷﾐ RWゲヮﾗﾐゲW TｷﾏW ;ﾐS AII┌ヴ;I┞ D;デ; Wｷデｴ デｴW 
Dｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ MﾗSWﾉく C┌ヴヴ Dｷヴ Pゲ┞Iｴﾗﾉ SIｷ ヲヴぎヴヵΒどヴΑヰく 
R;デIﾉｷaa Rが Sﾏｷデｴ PLが Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ SDが MIKﾗﾗﾐ G ふヲヰヱヶぶ Dｷaa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ DWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ MﾗSWﾉぎ C┌ヴヴWﾐデ Iゲゲ┌Wゲ ;ﾐI Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞く 
TヴWﾐSゲ ｷﾐ Cﾗｪﾐｷデｷ┗W SIｷWﾐIWゲ ヲヰぎヲヶヰどヲΒヱく 
RWﾐﾐｷﾐｪWヴ LWが VWヴｪｴWゲW Pが Cﾗ┌ｪｴﾉ;ﾐ J ふヲヰヰΑぶ WｴWヴW デﾗ ﾉﾗﾗﾆ ﾐW┝デい E┞W ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ ヴWS┌IW ﾉﾗI;ﾉ ┌ﾐIWヴデ;ｷﾐデ┞く 
J Vｷゲ Αぎヶく 
Rﾗﾐｪ;ﾉ; UBが M;┣┣ﾗﾐｷ Aが OSSﾗ CM ふヲヰヱΑぶ NW┌ヴﾗﾏﾗヴヮｴｷI AヴデｷaｷIｷ;ﾉ Tﾗ┌Iｴ aﾗヴ C;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa N;デ┌ヴ;ﾉｷゲデｷI 
TW┝デ┌ヴWゲく IWWW T NW┌ヴ NWデ LW;ヴ ヲΒぎΒヱΓどΒヲΓく 
Rﾗデｴﾆﾗヮa CAが B;ﾉﾉ;ヴS DHが H;┞ｴﾗW MM ふヲヰヰΑぶ T;ゲﾆ ;ﾐS IﾗﾐデW┝デ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐW ┘ｴWヴW ┞ﾗ┌ ﾉﾗﾗﾆく J Vｷゲｷﾗﾐ Αく 
R┌ゲｴ┘ﾗヴデｴ MFSが M;ヴゲ RBが S┌ﾏﾏWヴaｷWﾉS C ふヲヰヰΓぶ GWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷゲﾏゲ aﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐゲい C┌ヴヴWﾐデ 
Oヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ NW┌ヴﾗHｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヱΓぎΑヵどΒンく 
S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヰヵぶ Vｷゲ┌;ﾉ IﾗヴデｷI;ﾉ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デ;IデｷﾉW ヮWヴIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲｷｪｴデWS ;ﾐS デｴW ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ SWヮヴｷ┗WSく 
DW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ヮゲ┞IｴﾗHｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヴヶぎヲΑΓどヲΒヶく 
S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヱヶぶ Aﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ｴ;ヮデｷI ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW IWヴWHヴ;ﾉ IﾗヴデW┝く J NW┌ヴﾗヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉ ヱヱヶぎヱΑΓヵどヱΒヰヶく 
SIｴヴﾗWSWヴ CEが Wｷﾉゲﾗﾐ DAが R;Sﾏ;ﾐ Tが SIｴ;ヴaﾏ;ﾐ Hが L;ﾆ;デﾗゲ P ふヲヰヱヰぶ D┞ﾐ;ﾏｷIゲ ﾗa AIデｷ┗W SWﾐゲｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS 
ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ ゲWﾉWIデｷﾗﾐく C┌ヴヴ Oヮｷﾐ NW┌ヴﾗHｷﾗﾉ ヲヰぎヱΑヲどヱΑヶく 
SIｴヴﾗWSWヴ JBが Rｷデデ JT ふヲヰヱヶぶ SWﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴW;S ;ﾐS ┘ｴｷゲﾆWヴ IﾗﾗヴSｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ゲデヴ;デWｪｷWゲ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ｪﾗ;ﾉどﾗヴｷWﾐデWS 
;Iデｷ┗W デﾗ┌Iｴく Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa NW┌ヴﾗヮｴ┞ゲｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ヱヱヵぎヱΑΓΑどヱΒヰΓく 
SヮｷWｪWﾉｴ;ﾉデWヴ DJが BWゲデ NGが C;ヴﾉｷﾐ BRが ┗;ﾐ SWヴ LｷﾐSW A ふヲヰヰヲぶ B;┞Wゲｷ;ﾐ ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWゲ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWﾉ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ｷデ┞ ;ﾐS 
aｷデく J Rﾗ┞ Sデ;デ SﾗI B ヶヴぎヵΒンどヶヱヶく 
SデWヴ┣Wヴ P ふヲヰヱヶぶ Mﾗ┗ｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ┘;ヴS ｷﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪく PヴﾗI N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ U S A ヱヱンぎヵΑΑヱどヵΑΑンく 
Sデｷﾉﾉ; Rが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヰΒぶ SWﾉWIデｷ┗W ┗ｷゲ┌ﾗどｴ;ヮデｷI ヮヴﾗIWゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾗa ゲｴ;ヮW ;ﾐS デW┝デ┌ヴWく H┌ﾏ Bヴ;ｷﾐ M;ヮヮ ヲΓぎヱヱヲンど
ヱヱンΒく 
Sデｷﾉﾉ; Rが H;ﾐﾐ; Rが H┌ Xが M;ヴｷﾗﾉ; Eが DWゲｴヮ;ﾐSW Gが S;デｴｷ;ﾐ K ふヲヰヰΒぶ NW┌ヴ;ﾉ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲｷﾐｪ ┌ﾐSWヴﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ デ;IデｷﾉW 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲヮ;デｷ;ﾉ SｷゲIヴｷﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW HﾉｷﾐSぎ ; a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾏ;ｪﾐWデｷI ヴWゲﾗﾐ;ﾐIW ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ ゲデ┌S┞く J Vｷゲ Βぎヱン 
ヱヱどヱΓく 
S┌ﾏﾏWヴaｷWﾉS Cが SW L;ﾐｪW FP ふヲヰヱヴぶ E┝ヮWIデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ヮWヴIWヮデ┌;ﾉ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪぎ ﾐW┌ヴ;ﾉ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷゲﾏゲく N;デ RW┗ NW┌ヴﾗゲIｷ ヱヵぎΑヴヵどΑヵヶく 
T;SWﾉ Fが B;ｷﾉﾉWデ Sが MﾗゲｴWヴ JCが P;ﾐデ;┣ｷゲ Dが LW;ｴ┞ RM ふヲヰヱヱぶ Bヴ;ｷﾐゲデﾗヴﾏぎ ; ┌ゲWヴどaヴｷWﾐSﾉ┞ ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ 
MEGっEEG ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲく Cﾗﾏヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIW ;ﾐS ﾐW┌ヴﾗゲIｷWﾐIW ヲヰヱヱぎΒΑΓΑヱヶく 
TｴWｷﾉWヴ Jが E┌H;ﾐﾆ Sが Lﾗﾐｪデｷﾐ Aが G;ﾉSヴｷﾆｷ;ﾐ Bが F;ヴﾏWヴ JD ふヱΓΓヲぶ TWゲデｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ NﾗﾐﾉｷﾐW;ヴｷデ┞ ｷﾐ TｷﾏWどSWヴｷWゲ ど デｴW 
MWデｴﾗS ﾗa S┌ヴヴﾗｪ;デW D;デ;く Pｴ┞ゲｷI; D ヵΒぎΑΑどΓヴく 
Tﾗﾏ;ゲゲｷﾐｷ Aが DろA┌ゲｷﾉｷﾗ A ふヲヰヱΑぶ P;ゲゲｷ┗W ゲWﾐゲﾗヴｷﾏﾗデﾗヴ ゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デヴｷｪｪWヴゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ ﾉ;ゲデｷﾐｪ ;ﾉヮｴ;どH;ﾐS 
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ﾃ┌SｪﾏWﾐデゲく PヴﾗI N;デﾉ AI;S SIｷ U S A ヱヱヰぎヱヱヱヶンどヱヱヱヶΒく 
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T┌ヴﾐWヴ BMが Fﾗヴゲデﾏ;ﾐﾐ BUが Lﾗ┗W BCが P;ﾉﾏWヴｷ TJが V;ﾐ M;;ﾐWﾐ L ふヲヰヱΑぶ Aヮヮヴﾗ;IｴWゲ デﾗ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ｷﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉど
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Fig. 1. Experimental design, behavioral results and principal components of EEG signals. A. The Pantograph is a haptic device used to render virtual surfaces that can be actively sensed. B. The 
stimulus. We programmed the Pantograph to generate a virtual grating texture. The workspace was split into two subspaces (left - L and right - R) that differed in the amplitude of the virtual 
surface that the subjects actively sensed. One of the two sides (randomly assigned) had the reference amplitude (equal to 1) and the other had the comparison amplitude that varied on each trial 
taking one of the values: 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 1.1, 1.25, and 1.5. C. Index finger trajectory indicating the scanning pattern of the virtual texture in one trial. The two red dots indicate the starting point 
and endpoint. On thistrial, the subject actively sensed the left subspace first, then moved to the right subspace and explored it before coming back to the left subspace again and reporting their 
choice. D. Psychometric curve indicating the percentage of non-reference choices for all stimulus differences. Dots indicate average proportion of choices across subjects and errorbars are standard 
error of the means (sem) across subjects. Data are fit using a cumulative Gaussian function. E. Response times for all stimulus differences shown as averages (±sem) across subjects. F. Number of 
crossings (i.e. switchings between the two stimuli) for all stimulus differences shown as averages (±sem) across subjects. G. Average finger velocities for all stimulus differences shown as averages 
(±sem) across subjects. H. Velocity profile of the finger movement during the example trial. J-K-L. Brain sources of the first three principal components of the recorded EEG signals across subjects. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic view of EEG2Beh(avior) and the identified. Subjects move their fingers to actively sense a surface while their brain activity (e.g. EEG signals) ri(t) is recorded. The relevant 
kinematic features of the sensorimotor behavior (the movement velocity here) are extracted, resulting in a time series s(t). An optimization procedure, implemented via canonical correlation 
analysis, then computes spatial filters w to apply to the neural signals and temporal filters h(t) to apply to the velocity such that the resulting filter outputs are maximally correlated in time. The 
algorithm output is a set of multiple EEG-kinematic components and their coupling strengths ρ2. Three pairs of EEG components (scalp maps of neural activity) and their matching kinematic 
components (temporal profiles of velocity filters) were found to show significant correlations. 
  
 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the analysis framework implemented in this study. To characterize active tactile decision-making, three types of measurements are simultaneously made: a) EEG recordings, 
b) sensorimotor signals (movement kinematics), and c) task performance measures (accuracy and response time - RT). EEG and kinematic signals are input to the EEG2Beh algorithm that outputs 
pairs of brain 蟹 behavior coupling components (scalp maps and temporal kinematic filters) and their correlation measures ρ2. The brain (EEG) components are input to a source localization 
algorithm to identify their neuronal origins. The EEG2Beh coupling strengths ρ2 inform the hierarchical drift diffusion modelling (HDDM) of the task performance data. HDDM uses the ρ2 to 









Fig. 5. HDDM fitting and model comparisons. Α. Choice proportions and RT distributions are captured by EEG2Beh-informed HDDM. Behavioral RT distributions (in green) are shown for each 
stimulus difference together with posterior predictive simulations from the HDDM (in blue). Negative values in the time axis correspond to incorrect choices and positive values represent correct 
choices. Higher histogram values in the positive time axis indicate higher proportion of correct choices. Fitting accuracy is worse with lower stimulus differences. B. 
Comparison with alternate models. We compared the HDDM model of choice with alternative HDDM models using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). We tested HDDM models where either 
the drift rate (δ) or the non-decision time (τ) or both were not dependent on the EEG2Beh correlations and a model where the decision boundary (α) was dependent on the EEG2Beh correlations. 
Positive difference DIC values (DICmodel 蟹 DICoptimal) for all four models indicate that the model of choice achieved a better trade-off between goodness-of-fit and number of free parameters. 




Fig. 6. Formulation of best HDDM model and regression results. A. Graphical model showing hierarchical estimation of Drift Diffusion Model parameters with EEG2Beh regressors. Round nodes 
represent continuous random variables and double-bordered nodes represent deterministic variables, defined in terms of other variables. Shaded nodes represent recorded or computed signals, 
including single-trial behavioral data (accuracy, RT) and EEG2Beh coupling measures (ρ2). Open nodes represent unobserved latent parameters. Parameters are modelled as random variables with 
inferred means μ and variances σ2. Plates denote that multiple random variables share the same parents and children. The outer plate is over difficulty levels d while the inner plate is over trials n. 
For example, each single-trial boundary separation an,d shares the same parents μα and σα2 that define the distribution across trials and difficulty levels. Single-trial variations of non-decision time τ 
and drift rate δ are determined by EEG2Beh couplings with regression coefficients βi and γi. B. Violin plots showing the distribution of the regression coefficients βi (100 samples drawn from the 
distribution) of the coupling strengths ρi2 of the three EEG2Beh components for the prediction of single-trial non-decision times τ. C. Violin plots showing the distribution of the regression 




Fig. 7. Brain sources of the three significant EEG2Beh components extracted from the data of the control experiment, i.e. when subjects actively explored the tactile stimuli but did not make any 
perceptual choice. 
